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Cold start problem is challenging because no prior knowledge can be used in recommendation. To
address this cold start scenario, rating elicitation is usually employed, which profiles cold user or item
by acquiring ratings during an initial interview. However, how to elicit the most valuable ratings is still
an open problem. Intuitively, category labels which indicate user preferences and item attributes are
quite useful. For example, category information can be served as a guidance to generate a set of queries
which can largely capture the interests of cold users, and thus appealing recommendation lists are more
likely to be returned. Therefore, we exploit category labels as supervised information to select discrimi-
native queries. Furthermore, by exploring the correlation between users and items, a dual regularization
is developed to jointly select optimal representatives. As a consequent, a novel Dual Discriminative Selec-
tion (DualDS) framework for rating elicitation is proposed in this paper, by integrating discriminative
selection with dual regularization. Experiments on two real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness
of DualDS for cold start recommendation.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recommender systems, as a sort of attractive tool on many
famous online websites such as Netflix, YouTube, and Amazon,
have become a popular platform to offer potential favorite items
for users. Due to the promising performance, recommendation
methods based on Collaborative Filtering (CF) are extensively stud-
ied in numerous literatures [1,2]. Nevertheless, these methods are
not capable to give meaningful recommendation when it comes to
cold entities1 (users or items) with few collaborative information
(i.e. ratings, clicks, purchases, etc.), which is named as cold start
problem.

Several approaches have been proposed to alleviate this
problem by making use of side information. Some of them extract
features from auxiliary relationships such as social network for
users [3,4], and others utilize additional attributes contents for
items [5,6]. One shortcoming in above methods is that, extra data
for cold entities are not always available on the web, even if there
are generally plenty of meta data for warm entities. As an
alternative, many recommender systems resort to Rating Elicita-
tion, that is getting to know new users or items by ratings through
an initial interview process. Specifically, the interview solicits
tastes of cold users by querying them with carefully selected items,
while judging characteristics of cold items by asking for opinions
from elaborately chosen users. Therefore, the problem of rating
elicitation converts to discovering the most informative users
and items from warm entities, which can acquaint system with
essential features of cold entities and ultimately improve accuracy
of cold start recommendation. This paper aims to provide useful
insights along this direction.

Faced with large amount of warm data resources in systems,
most traditional methods select qualified items merely based on
rating records while ignore other available knowledge [7–10].
However, category labels, as an indicator of users’ interested
topics, are quite helpful for the system to profile users. Considering
a real-world scenario that if we plan to recommend movies to
someone, the most natural question we might ask is ‘‘what type
of movie would you prefer’’. The reason to ask this question is that
understanding people preferences on topics can largely reflect
their tastes on multiple facets and assist us to make a more
effective recommendation. Consequently, interview conducted by
recommender systems should benefit from the prior knowledge
of categories. For this purpose, we exploit the category information
as a guidance to select the most discriminative items such that the
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overall preferences are captured for users. Similarly, the most dis-
criminative users can also be selected by introducing category
labels to embody items’ intrinsic topics. The architecture of our
proposed rating elicitation process is shown in Fig. 1.

Additionally, existing rating elicitation algorithms such as [8]
model user and item selection separately. In fact, the correlation
between the two selection tasks should be taken into account. As
we know, there exists some common subspace for both users
and items to represent their low-dimensional features, which have
been widely demonstrated by latent factor models in CF [1,2]. Fur-
thermore, inspired by multi-task learning, knowledge of the two
tasks can be transferred via the common feature subspace and
mutually enhance each other. The crucial problem is how to estab-
lish such a shared subspace in rating elicitation context. It is worth
to notice that the set of categories is same for users and items, such
that the correlation between users and items can be explored via a
common low-dimensional category space. For example, if a user
gives a high rating score to the movie ‘‘Toy Story’’, she is probably
interested in the categories ‘‘Comedy’’ and ‘‘Animation’’, which are
close to ‘‘Toy Story’’ in category space. We summarize the above
example into a hypothesis: if a user rates an item with a high score,
it could indicate that the user and the item also have similar cate-
gory labels. Based on the hypothesis, a dual regularizer is designed
to bridge user selection task and item selection task into an inte-
grated framework. Thereby, only one unified selection model
needs to be trained in the two selection tasks, so as to informative
users and items can be jointly mined.

With all above concerns, in this paper, we develop a novel Dual
Discriminative Selection framework to elicit ratings for cold start
recommendation, which is called as DualDS for short. For discrim-
inative selection, a least square loss function with category as
supervised label is exploited. To reduce redundant users or items
in the selected set, ‘2;1-norm constraint is incorporated into the
objective function to learn a sparse set of representatives. Combin-
ing the ‘2;1-norm regularized discriminative selection with the dual
regularization, a unified framework DualDS is obtained. The major
contributions of this work are as follows:

� Proposing a novel rating elicitation framework, DualDS, that
integrates the ‘2;1-norm regularized discriminative selection
with dual regularization.
� Exploring the most discriminative users and items by encoding

category labels in the selection process, so that the essential
features of users or items are comprehensively exhibited.
� Introducing a dual selection strategy by modeling relation

between users and items in category space, so that the users
and items selection tasks can be jointly achieved.
� Evaluating DualDS extensively on two real-world datasets to

verify that DualDS can improve the performance for cold start
problem.
Fig. 1. The architecture of DualDS-based rat
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
some related works are summarized. Section 3 details a novel
framework DualDS for representatives selection. Section 4 presents
the method for cold start recommendation. We report the experi-
mental results in Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.
2. Related work

In the section, we review the related work on general cold
start recommendation, especially for various rating elicitation
approaches.

2.1. Cold start recommendation

From a general viewpoint, cold start scenarios not only refer to
entirely new entities without ratings but also those with few
ratings. Existing studies dealing with cold start problem mainly
focus on three different strategies. The first one is incorporating
additional attributes or contents from the profiles of entities (i.e.
age, gender of users, or genre, director of movies) into a latent fea-
ture space, such that the lacked rating records can be compensated.
For instance, the model [5] learns attribute-to-feature mappings
from contents of entities to predict unknown latent factors and
use them in matrix factorization. Collaborative Topic Regression
[6] employs probabilistic topic modeling to analyze the contents
of items (articles) including both warm and cold items. By combin-
ing the topic distribution with latent factor in traditional CF, the
model can provide an interpretable latent structure meanwhile
solving cold item problem.

The second strategy is extracting latent features from auxiliary
relationship between entities (i.e. social networks). Relational
learning method [11] describes diverse affiliations of users as
latent social dimensions, which are extracted from social network.
Then they regard social dimensions as features and cold start rec-
ommendation as a multi-label classification problem that can be
solved by constructing a discriminative classifier. Also, in [3], the
authors transfer information from auxiliary social relations using
multi-relational factorization techniques [12]. Many other works
using social network [13–15] aims to alleviate cold start problem
as well as improve recommendation accuracy.

Based on above two strategies, there are models combining
additional contents with auxiliary relationship. One example is
the method in [16] which integrates Collaborative Topic Regression
[6] with Social Recommendation [13]. In [17], the authors propose
a unified model introducing kinds of external information via
graph regularized nonnegative matrix factorization and show
greatly improvement when collaborative information is sparse. In
reality, however, for cold entity whose rating is usually missing,
their extra meta information is probability absent. Therefore, the
ing elicitation process for cold entities.
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third strategy based on rating elicitation is widely studied in aca-
demia and commonly used in industry.
2.2. Rating elicitation

Rating elicitation is motivated by two crucial factors. On the
one hand, it enlarges the set of available collaborative informa-
tion for cold entities, because the more ratings are elicited, the
more effective the recommendations are. On the other hand, it
admits that ratings are not equally useful and different elicitation
criteria often lead to significantly different performance. Hence,
most of the rating elicitation methods place emphasis on devel-
oping specific selection criterion. Some early works [18,19] show
the comparison of several basic criteria such as random, popular-
ity, entropy and demonstrate the necessity of adopting a good
elicitation method.

As an important research area, active learning can be connected
with rating elicitation task in recommender systems. Active CF [20]
casts the query selection problem by Expected Value Of Informa-
tion and derive an interactive CF. The work [21] takes model uncer-
tainty into account by averaging the expected loss function over
the posterior distribution of models. Personalized active learning
method [7] extends Bayesian active learning techniques for Aspect
Model to generate personalized queries for users. But these meth-
ods are not efficient enough because they need to optimize selec-
tion criteria during the interview process. Another kind of
methods is from the perspective of constructing a decision tree
of queries. Golbandi et al. devise a greedy algorithm to build a
query set [9], and then extent it to a tree-based bootstrapping pro-
cess [22]. In [23], a decision tree with each node labeled by an item
query is fitted on the basis of strategies given in [18]. Following
this direction, several decision tree-based methods are developed
[10,24]. By answering questions on the query tree, new users are
classified into different leaf nodes that indicate their tastes.

Different with above methods, some methods define the
selection problem as finding an optimal submatrix which can best
represent the original rating matrix, and the users or items corre-
sponding to the submatrix are selected as representatives. Even
though the problem is NP-hard, some tractable approximations
can be used. Liu et al. [8] resort to a mathematical method of
searching for the maximal-volume submatrix in the latent space
[25]. Transductive Experimental Design [26], which serves as gen-
eral active learning problems, provides an efficient scheme by
sequential greedy optimization and outputs questionnaire with
selected representatives. More recently, [27] constructs an entity
network by rating co-occurrence and determine the most influen-
tial seeds by PageRank and its variants.

Nevertheless, all above rating elicitation approaches only apply
ratings of warm data while overlooks other useful information
stored in real-world systems. In this study, we take full advantage
of available warm data resources by leveraging rating matrix with
category labels to select the most discriminative representatives.
Besides, a variety of cold start recommendation methods based
on the first two strategies [5,16,17] alleviate both cold user and
item problems singly, whereas few works in rating elicitation can
solve the two problems simultaneously. In contrast, our proposed
framework DualDS is able to combine the two problems and solve
them together.
2 The ‘2;1-norm is defined as kPk2;1 ¼
Pm

i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPk
j¼1P2ði; jÞ

q
¼
Pm

i¼1kPði; :Þk2.
3. Dual discriminative selection framework

In this section, we focus on: (1) how to select discriminative
items and users; and (2) how to integrate the two selection tasks
into one unified model. First of all, we define the problem of repre-
sentative selection.
3.1. Problem formulation

Recommender system has a set of n warm users U ¼ fu1; . . . ;ung
and a set of m warm items V ¼ fv1; . . . ;vmg. Given an observed rat-
ing matrix X 2 Rm�n for the users and items, each element Xij

describes the rating of user uj to item v i. Then row vector xi� 2 Rn

and column vector x�j 2 Rm of X can be deemed as feature vectors
for item v i and user uj.

Suppose there are k categories, C ¼ fc1; . . . ; ckg is the label set
which is the predefined item genre information such as romance,
comedy for movies. For all the warm users, we denote their user-
category relationship into a label matrix Y1 2 f0;1gn�k, such that
Y1ði; jÞ ¼ 1 if user ui loves category cj, and 0 otherwise. In addition,
there is an indicator matrix Y2 for war items, where Y2ði; jÞ ¼ 1 if
item v i belongs to category cj. Note that the labels of users and
items are defined by the same set C.

With the defined notations, the task of rating elicitation can be
formally stated as: Given warm data including rating matrix X, label
matrix Y1 for users, and label matrix Y2 for items, the task is to respec-
tively select informative user set Us from U and item set Vs from V by
building an unified selection model S as

S : fU;V; X;Y1;Y2g ! fUs;Vsg
3.2. Discriminative item selection

In order to profile the tastes of a new user, a recommender sys-
tem needs to query her/him with some informative items. Since
ratings on an appealing queries are expected to capture user
preferences on multiple facets as much as possible, the most dis-
criminative items should be selected. To the aim, the category
labels are utilized as supervised information to guide the selection
process. Given the category labels fy1; y2; . . . ; yng 2 Rk for n users,
the problem of predicting the multi-faceted preference of users
can be formulated as

min
P

Xn

i¼1

kPT x:i � yik
2
2 ð1Þ

where P 2 Rm�k is a projection matrix to map users into k-dimen-
sional category space, such that the disagreement between the pre-
dicted preference distribution over categories PT x:i and true label yi

is minimized. Furthermore, to select the most discriminative items,
a ‘2;0-norm is added on the above least square regression problem
as following

min
P

Xn

i¼1

kPT x:i � yik
2
2 þ akPk2;0 ð2Þ

where ‘2;0-norm restricts the number of nonzero rows of P, which
makes the model consistent with the intuitive explanation of item
selection. However, as solving this problem with ‘2;0-norm is NP-
hard, we consider minimizing the tightest convex relation [28] of
the ‘2;0-norm

min
P

Xn

i¼1

kPT x:i � yik
2
2 þ akPk2;1 ð3Þ

where the regularization term kPk2;1 jointly considers regression on
k categories and ensures P is sparse in item dimension,2 and the
weight a controls the sparseness. With the predefined matrices X
and Y1, Eq. (3) can be written into a matrix format as

min
P
kXT P� Y1k2

F þ akPk2;1 ð4Þ
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Through sorting items according to kPði; :Þk2 in descending order,
the items corresponding to the top-K ranked rows of P are selected
as discriminative queries. Normally, category labels for items Y2 are
easy to obtain from on-line websites, while category labels for users
Y1 are often absent in most cases. For simplicity, we assign category
labels by computing the rating distribution over categories for each
user. That is, if a user has a quantity of ratings in a certain category,
then we suggest that she is interested in the category.

3.3. Discriminative user selection

Similarly, to recommend a new item without any information,
the system needs some user-offered ratings about this item. How
to depict items well using as few ratings as possible is the central
problem in rating elicitation. For this purpose, user selection aims
to find an optimal set of users whose ratings are representative and
can approximate the inherent attributes of items. As category
information can directly describe the attribute of item, the label
matrix Y2 is considered as a guidance in our model to select dis-
criminative users. We formulate the procedure by the following
problem

min
Q
kXQ � Y2k2

F þ akQk2;1 ð5Þ

where Q 2 Rn�k is a projection matrix to map items into k-dimen-
sional category space, so that the disagreement between the
learned attribute distribution over categories XQ and true label
Y2 is minimized. After Q is learnt, we keep the users corresponding
to the top-K ranked rows of Q to form an optimal user set. Then
when there is a new item, judgements from chosen users are
collected and recommendation can be made.

3.4. The proposed framework: DualDS

Most of the existing works address the rating elicitation for cold
users and items separately while fail to consider the correlation
between the two tasks. Clearly, the relations of user-item pairs
are explicitly indicated by rating matrix X, which can be viewed
as a sort of mutual information connecting user and item selection
process. Thanks to the symmetrical formulation introduced in Eqs.
(4) and (5), users and items can be projected into a shared sub-
space with its dimensions related with categories, in which selec-
tion tasks may provide some useful knowledge to each other. With
above reasons, we consider to develop a unified selection model
which aims to: (a) extract users and items simultaneously; and
(b) boost performance by learning projection matrices jointly. Con-
sequently, a dual discriminative selection framework is proposed.

In our work, both of the one-sided selection models project
users or items into one common low dimensional category space
C, hence there is a new constraint between projection matrices P
and Q . Concretely, a natural assumption of the constraint is that:
if item v i and user uj are strongly associated with a high rating score
Xij, they are more likely to have similar category labels. Mathemati-
cally, the dual regularizer is formulated by minimizing the follow-
ing loss function

�ðP;Q Þ ¼
Xm

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

Xij
Q T xT

i:ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Srow

ii

q � PT x:jffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Scol

jj

q
�������

�������
2

2

ð6Þ

where Srow 2 Rm�m is a diagonal degree matrix of items with its

diagonal element Srow
ii ¼

Pn
j¼1Xij, and Scol 2 Rn�n is a diagonal degree

matrix of users with Scol
jj ¼

Pm
i¼1Xij.

By leveraging the two discriminative selection components
with dual regularization component, we have the DualDS model
with the parameter matrices P and Q , which is formulated to solve
the unified optimization problem

min
P;Q

k1ðkXT P� Y1k2
F þ akPk2;1Þ þ k2ðkXQ � Y2k2

F þ akQk2;1Þ

þ b
Xm

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

Xij
Q T xT

i:ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Srow

ii

q � PT x:jffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Scol

jj

q
�������

�������
2

2

ð7Þ

where the parameter k1 and k2 control weights of each selection
task and the parameter b controls the contribution of dual regular-
izer. We use LðP;Q Þ to denote the objective function in Eq. (7). By
finding optimal solution for P and Q , the sets of informative user
and item are selected simultaneously from the dyadic dimensions
of rating matrix X. The unified DualDS framework is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

3.5. Optimization algorithm

While the minimization problem with ‘2;1-norm has been stud-
ied in some feature selection works [28,29,11], it remains unclear
how to optimize an objective function related with the dual
regularizer. To solve the problem of Eq. (7), we present an efficient
two-step algorithm, where the parameter matrices P and Q update
iteratively and enhance each other mutually. For ease of
optimization, we first derive an equivalent loss function for dual
regularization term as follows:

Theorem 1. The dual regularization in Eq. (7) is equivalent to the
following loss function:

�ðP;Q Þ ¼ trðPT XXT PÞ þ trðQ T XT XQ Þ � 2trðQ T XT MXT PÞ ð8Þ

where M is defined as M ¼ ðSrowÞ�
1
2XðScolÞ

�1
2.
Proof. To convert Eq. (7) into matrix form, two auxiliary matrices
P 2 Rn�k and Q 2 Rm�k are introduced with their j-th row vector pj

and i-th row vector qi satisfying pj ¼ xT
:jP and qi ¼ xi:Q

respectively.
Then Eq. (7) becomes

Xm

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

Xij
qiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Srow

ii

q � pjffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Scol

jj

q
�������

�������
2

2

¼
Xm

i¼1

kqik2þ
Xn

j¼1

kpjk2�2
Xm

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

XijqT
i pjffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Srow
ii Scol

jj

q
¼ tr Q T Q

� �
þ tr PT P

� �
�2tr Q T MP

� �
where M ¼ ðSrowÞ�

1
2XðScolÞ

�1
2, P ¼ XT P, and Q ¼ XQ . Eq. (8) can be

obtained by substituting P and Q into above function, which com-
pletes the proof. h

With the equivalent form, we divide the objective function of
Eq. (7) into two separate subproblems, then it can be minimized
by updating P and Q in an alternating manner.

3.5.1. Optimize P given Q
When Q is fixed, the terms only involving Q in Eq. (7) can be

omitted, which is reduced to the first subproblem with respect to P,

min
P

k1ðkXT P� Y1k2
F þ akPk2;1Þ þ bðtrðPT XXT PÞ

� 2trðQ T XT MXT PÞÞ ð9Þ
Theorem 2. The minimization problems in Eq. (9) is equivalent to
minimize function:

L1ðPÞ ¼ trðPT G1P� 2H1PÞ þ k1�akPk2;1 ð10Þ
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where

G1 ¼ ðk1 þ bÞXXT

H1 ¼ k1YT
1XT þ bQ T XT MXT

ð11Þ
Proof. By converting Frobenius norm into trð�Þ, the first term of
Eq. (9) can be written as

kXT P� Y1k2
F ¼ k1trðPT XXT P� 2YT

1XT Pþ YT
1Y1Þ

where term trðYT
1Y1Þ is a constant and can be discarded. Substitut-

ing above equation into Eq. (9), L1ðPÞ is obtained. h

Inspired by [28], each subproblem can be solved by an alternat-
ing optimization strategy. Setting the derivation of L1ðPÞ as 0, and
P can be computed by

@L1ðPÞ
@P

¼ 2G1P� 2HT
1 þ 2aDPP ¼ 0) P ¼ ðG1 þ aDPÞ�1HT

1 ð12Þ

where DP is a diagonal matrix with DPði; iÞ ¼ k1
2kPði;:Þk2

.

3.5.2. Optimize Q given P
Once given P, we can calculate Q by discarding the irrelevant

terms, Eq. (7) can be reduced to the second subproblem with
respect to Q ,

min
Q

k2ðkXQ � Y2k2
F þ akQk2;1Þ þ bðtrðQ T XT XQ Þ

� 2trðPT XMT XQ ÞÞ ð13Þ

Algorithm 1. DualDS.

Input: fX;Y1;Y2;a; b; k1; k2;Kg
Output: K most discriminative users and items
1: Compute G1;G2 and M;
2: Initialize Dt

P as an identity matrix;
3: Initialize Q t as a random matrix and compute initial Dt

Q ;
4: while not convergent do
5: Compute H1 in Eq. (11) by Q t;

6: Update P by Ptþ1 ¼ ðG1 þ aDt
PÞ
�1

HT
1;

7: Compute H2 in Eq. (15) by Ptþ1;

8: Update Q by Q tþ1 ¼ ðG2 þ aDt
Q Þ
�1

HT
2;

9: Update DP by Dtþ1
P ði; iÞ ¼ k1

2kPtþ1ði;:Þk2
;

10: Update DQ by Dtþ1
Q ði; iÞ ¼

k2

2kQ tþ1ði;:Þk2
;

11: end while
12: Sort items and users respectively according to kPði; :Þk2

and kQ ði; :Þk2 in descending order, and then select the top-K
ranked ones;

Furthermore, it can be verified that Eq. (13) is equivalent to
minimize following function

L2ðQ Þ ¼ trðQ T G2Q � 2H2Q Þ þ k2 � akQk2;1 ð14Þ

where

G2 ¼ ðk2 þ bÞXT X

H2 ¼ k2YT
2Xþ bPT XMT X

ð15Þ

Thus the objective functions L1ðPÞ and L2ðQ Þ have been presented
by the similar formula. And Q can also be computed by setting
@L2ðQ Þ
@Q ¼ 0
Q ¼ ðG2 þ aDQ Þ�1HT
2 ð16Þ

where DQ is a diagonal matrix with DQ ði; iÞ ¼ k2
2kQði;:Þk2

. The inverse of
Eqs. (12) and (16) exist, for the reason that G1 þ aDP and G2 þ aDQ

are positive definite matrices. Besides, the value of DP relies on P
while the value of DQ relies on Q , thus the four matrices can be
updated alternately until convergence. Based on above analysis,
the detailed optimization procedure for DualDS is summarized in
Algorithm 1. The convergence of our algorithm is proved by the fol-
lowing theorem.

Theorem 3. The updating rules of Algorithm 1 monotonically
decreases the objective function LðP;Q Þ given by Eq. (7) in each
iteration.
Proof. With the similar proof process presented in [28,30], an
inequality chain is obtained

LðP0;Q 0ÞP LðP1;Q 0ÞP LðP1;Q 1Þ . . . ð17Þ

Since LðP;Q ÞP 0, Algorithm 1 converges, which completes the
proof. The detail is shown in Appendix A. h

To empirically demonstrate above analysis, the convergence
curves over two datasets used in this paper are shown in Fig. 3.
As we can see, the values of objective function decline quickly
and approximate minima within 10 iterations on the two datasets.

4. Cold start recommendation

With the outputted discriminative users and items from
DualDS, the cold start recommendation can be conducted for
new users and new items. Note that the recommendation method
for cold items is similar to the one for cold users, thus we place
emphasis on cold user recommendation here.

Fig. 4 illustrates the flowchart of recommendation for cold
users. Without loss of generality, a new user is denoted as unþ1.
In on-line interview process, the new user need to sequentially
answer the orderly queries formed by selected items which are
outputted by the model introduced in Section 3. Accordingly a
column vector exnþ1 with ratings on those queries is generated.
Note that new users may do not know about(have no rating on)
the chosen items during interviews, then we do not use the rating
of these items in prediction. Following the previous works [8,26],
we do not retrain the selection model with the updated ratings
of cold entities and only predict ratings by the obtained exnþ1 and
a precalculated coefficient matrix W.

To estimate ranking scores, the coefficient matrix W is com-
puted through warm data to reconstruct the original rating matrix
X. For warm users, a rating matrix whose rows corresponding to
the selected items is obtained from eX ¼ XðVs; :Þ 2 RK�n. Here we
use ridge regression to learn the coefficient matrix W� 2 RK�m by

W� ¼ arg min
W

1
2
kX�WT eXk2

F þ
c
2
kWk2

F ð18Þ

The optimum can be obtained by W� ¼ eX eXT þ cI
� ��1 eXXT ,

where I 2 RK�K is an identity matrix. Then personalized ranking
scores for new user unþ1 is generated by W�Texnþ1. Since W� can
be precomputed off-line. That is, when there is a new user with
interview results, our method can predict rankings without
retraining the entire model, which is coherent with online-updat-
ing principle of a real-world system.

5. Experiments

In this section, we investigate the performance of DualDS in
top-N recommendation task for cold user and cold item scenarios,



Fig. 2. Illustration of the DualDS framework.
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Fig. 3. Empirical demonstration of convergence for DualDS on Movielens and Douban.

Fig. 4. Flowchart of recommendation for cold user.

3 http://www.grouplens.org/.
4 http://www.douban.com/.
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respectively. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework, DualDS is evaluated in comparison with several repre-
sentative rating elicitation approaches on two real-world datasets.
5.1. Datasets

We examine our method on two movie rating datasets: Movie-
Lens3 and Douban.4 In both datasets, category information about
movies is available. The statistics of the two datasets are shown in
Table 1.
5.1.1. Movielens
Movielens is a well-known benchmark movie recommendation

dataset. It includes 1,000,209 ratings ranged from 1 to 5 points
which are given by 6040 users to 3952 movies. There are 18 prede-
fined categories that used as labels in our work.
5.1.2. Douban
Douban is a widely used Chinese Web 2.0 site which allows

users to express their opinions on movies, books, and music

http://www.grouplens.org/
http://www.douban.com/


Table 1
Statistics of the datasets.

Movielens Douban

# Of users 6040 8629
# Of items 3952 4688
# Of categories 18 19
# Of ratings 1,000,209 1,859,339
Rating sparsity 95.81% 95.40%

Table 2
Statistics of label similarity to support hypothesis of dual regularizer.

Movielens Douban

p-Value 1.0574e�191⁄ 9.1245e�60⁄
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through ratings or comments. The rating scale is also from 1 to 5.
We crawled a dataset from Douban in the month of June, 2013
and then collect a movie subset which contains 1,859,339
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Fig. 5. Cold start recommendation performance measured by MAP and NDCG with diffe
ratings from 8629 users to 4688 movies. Similar to Movielens,
the categories in the dataset are defined as ‘‘Action’’, ‘‘Comedy’’,
‘‘Romance’’, and so forth. There are 19 categories in total.

5.2. Preliminary verification

One of the major contributions of our framework is that it can
jointly select optimal user sets and item sets. The pivotal compo-
nent to bridge the two tasks is dual regularizer, which is based on
a fundamental hypothesis. Before conducting experiments for
cold start recommendation, it is necessary to validate if the
hypothesis is reasonable. To analyze the relation (similarity of
category labels) between items and users, we first define a label
distance for an item-user pair ðv i;ujÞ. As aforementioned, Y1

and Y2 are indicator matrix to store the label of users and items.
Let Y2ði; :Þ is the label vector for item v i, and Y1ðj; :Þ is the label
vector for user uj. The label distance between v i and uj is defined
as

T distðv i;ujÞ ¼ kY2ði; :Þ � Y1ðj; :Þk2
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rent rating elicitation approaches on Movielens (k1 ¼ 0:5; k2 ¼ 0:5;a ¼ 500;b ¼ 1).
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison measured by MAP with respects to two baselines as well as two variants of our model SingleDS and DualDS on Movielens (�std, 10 repeated
times).
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For each item v i; stðiÞ and srðiÞ is calculated as follows: the former is
to compute the average distance T dist between v i and users with
high rating on v i,5 and the latter is to compute the average distance
T dist between v i and randomly picked users without high rating on
v i. We control the number of randomly chosen users to keep the
same length for vectors st and sr .

With the defined vectors st and sr , we form a null hypothesis
H0: there is no difference between relational data and random
data, that is st ¼ sr; and an alternative hypothesis, H1: the average
label distance with a relation of high rating is less than without,
that is st < sr . By performing a two-sample t-test on fst ; srg, we
can see that there is strong evidence (p-value< 0:01) to reject the
null hypothesis. In Table 2, it can be observed that p-values on both
Movielens and Douban are 1.0574e-191 and 9.1245e-60. The evi-
dence suggests that: with high probability, item-user pairs with rela-
tion of high ratings have smaller T dist than those without. Based on
the hypothesis testing, we further check how the dual regularizer
assists recommendation.

5.3. Experimental setup

In our experiments, the performance of rating elicitation for
cold user case and cold item case is tested separately. As the cold
start entity only exists in practice, we first have to partition the
observed data to simulate cold users or items. In both recommen-
dation tasks, 80% users and 80% items are picked as warm data, and
the rest is cold data. Moreover, a 50–50 disjoint split is used for
each cold entity, where 50% ratings are randomly chosen as
response set to acquire ratings during interviews, the other 50%
ratings used for evaluation. The experiments are repeated 10 times
by randomly sampling the response and evaluation set, and the
average performance are reported.

Then we determine the parameters through cross-validation.
Particularly, the resulting parameters are: fk1 ¼ 0:5; k2 ¼ 0:5;
a ¼ 500; b ¼ 1g for Movielens, and fk1 ¼ 0:6; k2 ¼ 0:4;
a ¼ 500; b ¼ 1g for Douban. The impact of ‘2;1-norm regularizer
parameter a and dual regularizer parameter b to our full model
DualDS will be further discussed in Section 5.6.
5 the value of rating is higher than 3 point.
5.4. Baselines and metrics

DualDS is compared with following representative rating elici-
tation methods. To make a fair comparison, we predict ranking
scores for all the strategies by the same cold start recommendation
approach used in Section 4.

To make it is clear, we introduce the baselines from the per-
spective of cold user recommendation. Random: randomly
draws items from the whole warm item set V to constitute a
query set. KMedoids: items into K groups and then select the
cluster centers as representative queries. Popularity: the cate-
gory information is embedded in the popularity criterion. The
query list is comprised of popular items extracted form multiple
categories and thus chosen queries are diverse. Variance [9]:
assumes items with more diverse ratings are more useful.
According to [9], the diversity is combined with popularity by
multiplying variance with the square root of popularity. WDe-
gree [27]: first constructs an item network by rating similarity
matrix A, the WDegree value for each item is defined as
WDegreeðV iÞ ¼

Pm
j Aij. The larger value of WDegree means the

more influential the item is. PageRank [27]: Similar to WDegree,
an item network is generated and the top-K items are computed
by PageRank. Since we do not use time information, the network
is undirected. TED: Transductive experimental design(TED) [26]
is an active learning method which can be used in questionnaire
design for cold start recommendation via select informative
products.

To evaluate the predicted ranking scores, two classical eval-
uation metrics in top-N recommendation are employed: MAP
(Mean Average Precision), NDCG (Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain). For scenarios of cold users and cold items
recommendation, user-oriented and item-oriented evaluations
are utilized. Here we present user-oriented definition of these
measures, and the item-oriented metrics is defined by a similar
way.

Mean Average Precision (MAP). For each user, Average Preci-
sion(AP) is first defined as

APðuÞ ¼
PN

i¼1precðiÞ � prefðiÞ
# of preferred items
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Fig. 7. Cold start recommendation performance measured by MAP and NDCG with different rating elicitation approaches on Douban (k1 ¼ 0:6; k2 ¼ 0:4;a ¼ 500;b ¼ 1).
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where precðiÞ is precision and prefðiÞ is a binary preference
indicator at ranked position i. MAP is computed based on AP by
the following equation

MAP ¼ 1
jUj
X
u2U

APðuÞ

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). For a
ranked list of N item, NDCG is computed by

NDCG ¼ 1
IDCG

�
XN

i¼1

2prefðiÞ�1

log2ðiþ 1Þ

where IDCG denotes DCG of a perfect ranking algorithm. We report
the results when the length of returned list N equals 5 in this paper.

5.5. Performance evaluation

In this subsection, we discuss recommendation qualities for
cold users and cold items respectively. In each recommendation
task, we keep increasing the number of selected users or items K
from 5 to 50 so as to avoid boring interviews, and compare the
recommendation accuracy under different rating elicitation
approaches.
5.5.1. Performance on movielens
The comparison results for cold user and cold item recommen-

dation task with two different metrics MAP and NDCG are shown
in Fig. 5. From the figures, the overall trends of performance along
with the length of interview can be observed for all compared
methods. Basically, when the number of selected items or users
K is getting larger, the accuracy increases rapidly, which is in accor-
dance with a simple principle: the longer the interview is, the more
we know about the new entity and the better recommendation we
can give. Also, it is easy to observe that different selection method
results in entirely different accuracy, which indicates that design-
ing a rating elicitation approach is imperative.

For a detailed comparison in Fig. 5, our proposed model DualDS
yields the best performance under almost all of the evaluation
conditions, whereas Random strategy performs severely worse
than other approaches. First, among the baselines, TED, which is
an active learning method to find representative set, has high per-
formance when there is a long interview, while fails to cope with
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the circumstance of a short interview (K ¼ 5) especially for cold
user case. As we know, it is quite difficult to capture the multiple
facets of user preference by merely asking five questions. Com-
pared with TED, DualDS can always keep better performance, sug-
gesting that the supervised guidance does benefit on detecting the
most discriminative queries to overcome the difficult circum-
stance. Second, by comparing with the Popularity strategy where
the category labels are also used, the consistently better perfor-
mance of DualDS illustrates that our designed model is more effec-
tive than simply drawing the most popular representatives from
each category. Third, both of WDegree and PageRank select repre-
sentatives based on their influence abilities, therefore they always
behave comparably. For Movielens, they can handle cold user case
better than cold item case, which infers that the constructed item
network on this dataset is more helpful to mine the influential
nodes than user network. Finally, we compare Variance and Popu-
larity to certify that the selected set should be multi-faceted. As
commonly used approaches in cold user case, Variance concerns
not only popularity but also rating diversity. But only choosing
queries whose ratings are controversial is not sufficient to ensure
that the whole query set is diversity. In contrast, Popularity
integrates multiple category information and performs better than
Variance.

Now we show the benefit of the unified model DualDS by
comparing it with SingleDS (Single Discriminative Selection
model) in Fig. 6. SingleDS, which is a variant of DualDS without
dual regularizer, utilizes the formulation introduced in Section
3.2 and Section 3.3 to deal with cold user case and cold item
case separately. Experimental results show that DualDS outper-
forms SingleDS. For example, DualDS is better than SingleDS by
6.87% in cold user case and by 7.96% in cold item case at the
end of the interview (K ¼ 50). Therefore, it can be empirically
verified that the dual regularizer make the two selection tasks
mutually enhance each other and thus bring about accuracy
improvement. Meanwhile, the comparison of standard deviation
with respect to two baselines and our methods is shown in
Fig. 6. For our methods and most of the baselines, standard devi-
ation is mainly caused by the random split of datasets. However,
random strategy is inner randomness and KMedoids heavily
relies on initialization, which lead to their standard deviation
over 10 runs is much larger than the two variant of our
methods.
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5.5.2. Performance on Douban
As for Douban, Fig. 7 shows that DualDS outstands among all

the comparison methods in most experimental cases. In particular,
although DualDS and TED behave comparably when K is large in
cold user case, DualDS outperforms all of the baselines with a sig-
nificant margin in cold item case. Different from the performance
on Movielens, KMedoids works better than WDegree and PageRank
in most of the time. One possible reason is that there exists more
representative users and items on the Website and can be easily
discovered by clustering algorithm. At last, Fig. 8 illustrates the
comparison between SingleDS and DualDS on Douban, and DualDS
still delivers a superior performance. At the end of the interview,
DualDS outperforms SingleDS by 8.03% and by 12.08% in cold user
and item case respectively.
5.6. Parameter analysis

To study the two important parameters in DualDS: ‘2;1-norm
regularizer weight a and dual regularizer weight b, we analyze
each of them by keeping the others fixed. The analysis of a and b
on Movielens is reported here and the parameter selection process
for Douban is conducted in a similar way.

Firstly, setting b ¼ 1, we vary a as a 2 f20;50;100;200;
500;1000;2000g. The performance variation of MAP with respect
to a is presented in Fig. 9. In cold user case, with the increase of
a, the performance first increases rapidly, then reaches the high-
est performance at a ¼ 200 and a ¼ 500, and then decreases. In
cold item case, it is clear that DualDs achieve the peak point
with a ¼ 500. Since the model is supposed to be trained once
for the both cases, we choose a ¼ 500 eventually. Besides, the
significance performance change indicates that the sparseness
regularizer kPk2;1 and kQk2;1 have a great influence on our full
model.

Next, fixing a as a ¼ 500, we vary b as b 2 f0:001;0:01;
0:1;1;10;100;1000g, which balances the impact of dual regulariz-
er. The results are shown in Fig. 10. In both cold user and item
cases, as we increase b, MAP also raises and reaches the highest
point at b ¼ 1. A large b strengthens the effect of dual regularizer.
Yet, when b is increasingly large, the dual regularizer would over-
whelm the discriminative term as well as the ‘2;1-norm regularizer,
and thus the performance drops. When b ¼ 0, the model boils
down to SingleDS. From Fig. 10 we can see that, dual regularizer
is effective for improving the final performance, which supports
the result of hypothesis testing.
6. Conclusions

In this paper, we study rating elicitation method for cold-start
recommendation. By identifying the main problem as user and
item selection, a novel Dual Discriminative Selection (DualDS)
framework is proposed. The DualDS is capable to mine a set of
items which can reflect user preferences as well as a set of users
which can describe item characteristics. With the designed dual
regularizer, the two selection tasks are integrated into one unified
model. An alternating minimization algorithm is derived to opti-
mize the dual regularized problem. Finally, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of our model in two cold start cases with real-world
datasets. The evaluation shows that, compared with competitors,
our model can offer a more accurate recommendation for cold
entity.
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Appendix A

A.1. Proof of Theorem 3.3

Proof. For P and Q , we update one meanwhile keep the other
fixed. With Q t fixed, we first verify

LðPtþ1;Q tÞ 6 LðPt ;Q tÞ ð19Þ

which equals to L1ðPtþ1Þ 6 L1ðPtÞ. It can easily to prove that Eq. (12)
is the solution to the following problem

min
P

trðPTðG1 þ aDPÞP� 2H1PÞ

That is, in the t iteration,

Ptþ1 ¼ arg min
P

trðPTðG1 þ aDt
PÞP� 2H1PÞ

which means that

trððPtþ1ÞTðG1 þ aDt
PÞP

tþ1 � 2H1Ptþ1Þ

6 trððPtÞTðG1 þ aDt
PÞP

t � 2H1PtÞ
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) trððPtþ1ÞT G1Ptþ1 � 2H1Ptþ1Þ þ k1 � a
X

i

kPtþ1ði; :Þk2
2

2kPtði; :Þk2

6 trððPtÞT G1Pt � 2H1PtÞ þ k1 � a
X

i

kPtði; :Þk2
2

2kPtði; :Þk2

Then we have

trððPtþ1ÞT G1Ptþ1 � 2H1Ptþ1Þ þ k1 � a
X

i

kPtþ1ði; :Þk2

� k1 � a
X

i

kPtþ1ði; :Þk2 �
X

i

kPtþ1ði; :Þk2
2

2kPtði; :Þk2

 !
6 trððPtÞT G1Pt � 2H1PtÞ þ k1 � a

X
i

kPtði; :Þk2

� k1 � a
X

i

kPtði; :Þk2 �
X

i

kPtði; :Þk2
2

2kPtði; :Þk2

 !
According to the inequality

ffiffiffi
a
p
� a

2
ffiffi
b
p 6

ffiffiffi
b
p
� b

2
ffiffi
b
p verified in [28], the

following inequality holds

X
i

kPtþ1ði; :Þk2 �
X

i

kPtþ1ði; :Þk2
2

2kPtði; :Þk2

6

X
i

kPtði; :Þk2 �
X

i

kPtði; :Þk2
2

2kPtði; :Þk2

Therefore, we have the following inequality

trððPtþ1ÞT GV Ptþ1 � 2HV Ptþ1Þ þ k1 � akPtþ1k2;1

6 trððPtÞT GV Pt � 2HV PtÞ þ k1 � akPtk2;1

which indicates that L1ðPÞ monotonically decreases during itera-
tions. Similarly, L2ðQ tþ1Þ 6 L2ðQ tÞ can also be proved in the same
way. With Pt fixed, the objective function holds

LðPt ;Q tþ1Þ 6 LðPt;Q tÞ ð20Þ

Combining Eqs. (19) and (20), we eventually obtain

LðPtþ1;Q tþ1Þ 6 LðPtþ1;Q tÞ 6 LðPt ;Q tÞ

As a result, the objective function of Eq. (7) monotonically decreases
using the update rules of Algorithm 1 in each iteration. Because the
value of LðP;Q Þ for DualDS is positive, the iterative algorithm can
converge to an optimal solution. h
Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2014.
09.015.
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